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ABSTRACT: Synthetic biology aims to make biology easier
to engineer and focuses on the design and construction of
core components that can be modeled, understood, and tuned
to meet specific performance criteria, and the assembly of
these smaller parts and devices into larger integrated systems
to solve specific problems. Here, we designed and engineered
a multicolor fluorescent reporter toolbox to simultaneously
monitor the activities of multiple genes in single cells. The
toolbox contained standardized and well-characterized genetic
building blocks for the convenient and reproducible assembly
of multiple promoter−reporter fusions (ranging from 1 to 4)
into a single plasmid. Given the common problem of spectral
crosstalk among multiple fluorescent proteins, we deciphered multiple spectral signatures within cells through a deduced linear
unmixing algorithm. Our approach enabled the quantification of gene expression with direct FP concentrations, instead of mix-
contributed fluorescence intensities, thus enabling true signal separation with high confidence. This approach performed well in
the imaging of mixing cells with single FP labels. Additionally, combining with the multicolor toolbox, we succeeded in
simultaneously monitoring the genetic dynamics of four selected quorum-sensing genes in response to the induction of two
exogenously added autoinducers and were able to examine gene regulatory connections within the QS signaling network in
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Overall, this synthetic framework (i.e., the genetic toolbox and the well-evaluated approach of spectral
correction) will be useful for applied synthetic biology projects, multicolor imaging, and analyzing interactions of multiple genes
of natural genetic networks or assembling synthetic ones.
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Fluorescent proteins (FPs) can be applied in a large variety
of studies related to various aspects of living systems,

including promoters tracking.1 Fusing the promoter of a gene
of interest to an FP as a reporter, researchers can quantify
promoter activity, or corresponding gene expression, through
examining the activity of the reporter.2,3 Although plenty of
methods, such as RT-qPCR,4 RNA-Seq,5 and enzyme-based
assays, examples of which are chloramphenicol acetyl trans-
ferase (CAT), β-galactosidase, and luciferase,6 are accessible to
analyze gene expression, the FP-based approach has unique
merits. It does not require cell lysis prior to measuring
compared with RT-qPCR and RNA-seq. Fluorescent genes
have lower sensitivity than enzyme-based assays, but they do
not require a cofactor to function, which enables in vivo
visualization without exogenous intervention. FP reporters also
allow high temporal resolution measurement of promoter
activity in living cells in a given genetic environment and in

response to an external influence, by monitoring the
differentiation of fluorescent signal with respect to time.7−9

In addition to measurements on cell populations, fluorescent
reporter strains can be used to assay promoter activity in
individual living cells with fluorescence microscopes.10,11

Furthermore, the emerging development of FPs has expanded
the spectrum of FPs to a full range,12,13 showing strong
promise for simultaneous measurement of promoter activities
of multiple target genes.
Using multiple reporters in a cell can reveal information not

obtainable from only one reporter. Cloning multiple FPs under
a control of several promoters, multiple fluorescent reporters
enable monitoring multiple genes simultaneously in single cells
and can be further used to investigate interactions between
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natural genes, or to facilitate the “debugging” of biologically
engineered genetic networks. However, the application of
multiple FPs for live cell imaging have been hindered by
various factors. Most prominently, broad excitation and
emission spectra of FPs results in spectral crosstalk among
them,12,14 limiting the ability to distinguish one signal from
another with any confidence. Classically, color separation of
fluorescence emission can be achieved by choosing a set of
optical bandpass filters that select different parts of the
emission signals.10 Such an approach is ideal if the emission
spectra of the different FPs do not overlap in the selected
wavelength ranges, and is suitable for two distinct FPs, such as
GFP and RFP. However, in systems where three or more FPs
are used, spectral crosstalk can be difficult eliminate by purely
physical means.15−17 Notably, even a very small spectral cross-
talk between two reporters would show up as a very strong
correlation signature.15 To solve this problem, several
approaches for crosstalk correction have been used to enhance
spectral resolution in fluorescence microscopy.18−22 However,
the slow image acquisition and the need for specialized
hardware and software, respectively, for spectral scans and
subsequent data processing limited the widespread use of these

methods. Thus, what is needed is an easy-to-use approach to
correct the spectral crosstalk.
Here, in this study, we first described a plasmid-based

platform for design and building a multicolor fluorescent
reporter toolbox using synthetic biology techniques, which can
be used to assemble and form a multicolor reporter (ranging
from 1 to 4) as required in a single step. We then attempted to
tackle the spectral crosstalk issues of five chosen FPs. The true
challenge in spectral crosstalk correction of multicolor
fluorescent reporters is the ability to separate the fluorescence
contribution from multiple FPs. We distinguished each signal
through a deduced linear unmixing algorithm based on the
finding that the measured fluorescence of one specific channel
is a linear spectral mixing of multiple FPs. Our established
approach is versatile and easy to implement without any
specialized hardware or extensive data processing. We obtained
absolute FP concentrations of each pixel of the corresponding
original fluorescent images using simple linear algebra, and
quantified the levels of gene expression with direct FP
concentrations, hence enabling true signal separation. Mixing
cells with single FP labels, our correction approach performed
well, yielding little or no signal from the other spectral
signatures, indicated by the fact that each cell was clearly

Figure 1. Design and construction of a multicolor fluorescent reporter toolbox. (a) The toolbox contained three modules, including backbone,
promoter, and fluorescent reporter modules. The basic DNA parts of the toolbox were flanked with different prefixes and suffixes (L1, L2, L3, L4,
L(V), R1, R2, R3, and R(V)) for the assembly of multiple promoter−reporter fusions into the backbone, where the adjacent fragments sharing
terminal sequence overlaps can be jointed into a covalently sealed DNA molecule. P1−P4 represent hypothetical promoters. (b) One can construct
a biosensor with multiple promoter−reporter fusions ranging from one to four color(s) using our toolbox in a single assembly reaction. An example
given in the amplification picture showed the structure of a two-color gene reporter.
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defined as being either labeled or not labeled. Finally, we
constructed a four-color fluorescent reporter using our newly
developed toolbox to examine the genetic activities of four
quorum-sensing (QS) related genes in Pseudomonas aeruginosa
as a demonstration. We made corrections for the fluorescent
images in different fluorescent channels to separate signals
using our approach, and performed further analyses to examine
gene regulatory connections, and obtained consistent results
with previous studies.

■ RESULTS

Construction of Multicolor Fluorescent Reporter
Toolbox. The basic design principle here is that the toolbox
has the capability of providing a collection of interchangeable
parts for the standardized work easily. To address this, we
designed and built the multicolor fluorescent reporter toolbox
with three modules, including backbone, promoter, and
fluorescent reporter module (Figure 1a). The DNA fragments
of these three modules can be assembled to form a biosensor
with multiple promoter−reporter fusions (ranging from 1 to 4)
as required using the Gibson assembly method.23

We employed an empty integrative vector, pUCP20-gen, as
the backbone, which was constructed by replacing the original
carbenicillin resistance cassettes of pUCP2024 with gentamicin
resistance markers. The replacement can enhance the utility
and stability of the vectors in P. aeruginosa that are inherently

resistant to many of the antimicrobial markers except for
gentamicin.25 The backbone was linearized and flanked with a
prefix (L(V)) and suffix (R(V)) by PCR. For the design of
reporter modules, we chose four fast maturing, monomeric
FPs: sfGFP,26 mScarletI,27 CyOFP1,28 and Venus,29,30 and
each gene of these FPs was arranged between an optimized
ribosomal binding site RBSII31 and two strong consecutive
transcriptional terminators T0T132 as the basic construct. The
same RBS of different fluorescent genes ensured the fusions
that were transcribed under the control of the fused promoter
but translated independently of the promoter sequences. The
added strong terminators can efficiently eliminate transcrip-
tional interference to isolate the four open reading frames
(ORFs) (i.e., fusions of promoters and fluorescent reporter
genes) by preventing undesired read-through transcription
effect from other operons. The basic reporter blocks were
flanked with different prefixes (L1, L2, L3, and L4) and suffixes
(R1, R2, R3, and R4) for the fusions of multiple promoter−
reporter systems. The promoter module consisted of amplified
promoters with the prefixes (L(V), R1, R2, and R3) and
suffixes (L1, L2, L3, and L4) compatible with the backbone
and the fluorescent reporter module, which enabled the
assembly of different DNA fragments of these three modules.
In our design, the prefixes and suffixes, which were generated

from random sequences and added by PCR through the design
of PCR primers, resulted in the DNA fragments that

Figure 2. Spectral crosstalk among FPs. (a,b) The excitation and emission spectrum of five FPs (sfGFP, Venus, CyOFP1, mScarletI, and smURFP).
The five filter sets indicated by color parts in (a) and (b) corresponded to GFP, YFP, OFP, RFP, and IRFP fluorescent channels, respectively. (c,d)
The fluorescence data of purified sfGFP and CyOFP1 in all five fluorescent channels, respectively. This data showed the substantial crosstalk of
sfGFP or CyOFP1 fluorescence into other channels. The fluorescence and the concentration of each FP in all channels exhibited an excellent lineal
relationship, implying that the measured fluorescence of one specific fluorescent channel is a linear spectral mixing (data of other FPs were
displayed in Figure S1).
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overlapped in sequence by ∼25 bases. The adjacent DNA
fragments sharing terminal sequence overlaps can be joined
into a covalently sealed molecule in a single Gibson reaction.23

Taking two-color fluorescent reporters as an example, four
DNA fragments with overlaps of prefixes and suffixes, including
P1 promoter module, sf GFP module, P2 promoter module,
mScarletI module, were sequentially joined into the linearized
vector backbone pUCP20-gen to implement integrated two-
color reporter plasmids using Gibson assembly.23 Using a
similar approach, a biosensor with multiple promoter−reporter
fusions ranging from one to four color(s) can be easily
assembled from DNA fragments with different prefixes and
suffixes of our toolbox (Figure 1b, inserted panel).
Correction for Spectral Crosstalk among Five FPs.

Apart from the four aforementioned FPs, we introduced a red
FP, smURFP,33 to expand fluorescence spectra to near-infrared
(Figure 2a). smURFP was not involved in the design of
multicolor fluorescent reporter toolboxes but used for labeling
cells and segmentation of cells in the following study. Figure 2a
and 2b represented the excitation and emission spectra of
sfGFP, Venus, CyOFP1, mScarletI, and smURFP. We
customized five sets of fluorescent filters for the excitation
and collection of the fluorescent light of these five FPs, which
were indicated by color parts in the excitation and emission
spectra. The five filter sets corresponded to GFP, YFP, OFP,
RFP, and IRFP fluorescent channels as the natural channel for

sfGFP, Venus, CyOFP1, mScarletI, and smURFP, respectively.
For instance, GFP channel is the natural channel of sfGFP, and
other channels, YFP, OFP, RFP, and IRFP channels, are
named the crosstalk channels of sfGFP. The spectral patterns
in Figure 2a and 2b demonstrated considerable spectral
crosstalk; that is, a single excitation wavelength can excite more
than one FP, and also the fluorescence collected from each
customized filter contained intensity that were emitted by
more than a single FP. We have made an appropriate choice of
fluorescent filters to minimize the microscope spectral
crosstalk, but cannot achieve a clean separation of the
synchronous fluorescence signals from all five FPs due to
close spectral overlap among them.
In order to check and correct for spectral crosstalk between

FPs, we constructed plasmids containing each individual FP
gene expressed on a pBAD promoter for purification (see
Methods). Each purified FP was diluted to different
concentrations, and its fluorescence was measured in all five
fluorescent channels. We representatively demonstrated the
purified protein of sfGFP plotted with its fluorescence and the
corresponding concentration in all five fluorescent channels in
Figure 2c. The results showed the substantial crosstalk of
sfGFP fluorescence into the YFP and OFP channel, which had
a magnitude close to 20% and 10% of the detection level in its
natural channel (GFP channel). In comparison, the crosstalk of
sfGFP into the RFP channel was low to 0.06‰, and the

Figure 3. Signal separation of mixed cells with single labels. (a) Gene maps of each single promoter−reporter fusion. The five FP genes, sf GFP,
Venus, CyOFP1, mScarletI, and smURFP, were expressed under the control of a series of strong constitutive promoters, J23100, J23102, J23104,
PA1, and PA1/O4/O3. Five groups of cells, each of which expressed only a single FP, were mixed for imaging. (b−f) The converted concentration
images of each FP were represented after spectral correction using our approach, where the expression levels were pseudocolored (green, yellow,
cyan, red, and purple for sfGFP, Venus, CyOFP1, mScarletI, and smURFP). That the cells in each image were clearly defined as being labeled or
not labeled showed good performance of our correction approach of spectral crosstalk. (g) Merged image of (b−f). Scale bar, 5 μm.
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crosstalk into the IRFP channel was undetectable in our filter
set. Combining with the fluorescent data of four other purified
FPs, we further confirmed the spectral crosstalk (Figure 2d and
Figure S1). Moreover, we found that the fluorescence and the
concentration of each FP in its natural channel as well as other
crosstalk channels exhibited a very good linear relationship,
which implied that the measured fluorescence of one specific
channel is a linear spectral mixing. Particularly, in our system,
the linearly mixed fluorescence contained simultaneous
emission of the five FPs; the measured fluorescence, Ij, (the
subscripts, j = a, ..., e, refer to GFP, YFP, OFP, RFP, and IRFP
channels, respectively), of any channel can be expressed as

β β β β β

β β β β β

β β β β β

β β β β β

β β β β β
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The subscripts (k = 1, ...,5) of protein concentration ck
represent FPs of sfGFP, Venus, CyOFP1, mScarletI, and
smURFP, respectively. βjk is the weighting coefficient of the FP
k in the fluorescent channel j, which was achieved by linearly
fitting the slopes of fluorescence intensities to protein
concentrations. Note that βjk is dependent on the choice of

filters. We listed the measured matrix value of our microscope
setup in Table 2.
Given a certain fluorescent channel, such as GFP channel,

the measured fluorescence Ia was described as

β β β β β= + + + +I c c c c ca a a a a a1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 (2)

A more general description can be written as

β=I c (3)

The measured fluorescence I was first normalized with respect
to the exposure time and excitation laser intensity. Because the
weighting matrix β was experimentally measured from the
purified FP solution, we then corrected I by the ratio of the
height of bacterial cells to the z-position of imaging of purified
FP solution (see Methods). Finally, we can solve the
concentration matrix c through linear algebra:

β= −c I 1 (4)

where β−1 is the inverse matrix of β. The elements of matrix c
are the concentrations of each of the FPs in cells that have
independence of each other, which allows for distinguishing
one signal from another, enabling correction of the spectral
crosstalk.

Distinguishing Five Colors in Single Images. In order
to determine if we could distinguish multiple fluorescent
entities from the same image using our correction approach,
we mixed five groups of cells after they were individually
transformed with a plasmid encoding sfGFP, Venus, CyOFP1,

Figure 4. Simultaneous monitoring of gene expression of four quorum-sensing genes in Pseudomonas aeruginosa. (a) The promoter regions of lasI,
rhlI, lasR, and rhlR fused to reporter genes of sf GFP, mScarletI, cyOFP1, and Venus were assembled into pUCP20-gen using our newly developed
toolbox. smURFP were introduced under the control of PA1/O4/O3 for labeling cells and segmentation. Cells of JP2 (lasI and rhlI double
mutations) harboring the reporter were cultured under the induction of C4-HSL and C12-HSL signal molecules (80 μM). Expression of the four
QS genes were tracked in a growing microcolony with time-lapse microscopy. (b) Time-lapse images of each FP concentration distribution in a
growing single-layer microcolony. Scale bar, 5 μm.
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mScarletI, or smURFP, so that cells of each strain would
express only a single FP. The expression of each FP was under
the control of a series of strong constitutive promoters, such as
J23100, J23104, J23102 (IGEM, biobricks), PA1, and PA1/
O4/O334 (Figure 3a). The strains carrying the respective
plasmid were cultured under the same conditions and mixed
for imaging in different fluorescent channels (see Methods).
The acquired fluorescent images were corrected for spectral
crosstalk using our linear unmixing algorithm (eq 4). The
fluorescent intensity of each pixel was analyzed to compute the
corresponding FP concentration. The image of concentration
information for each FP was created by displaying the
computed concentration value of each pixel as an image,
where the location of each pixel was the same with the
fluorescence image. Figure 3b−f displayed the converted
concentration images of each FP when the expression levels
were pseudocolored (green, yellow, cyan, red, and purple for
sfGFP, Venus, CyOFP1, mScarletI, and smURFP, respec-
tively), in which each cell was clearly defined as being either
labeled or not labeled. This demo showed good performance

of our algorithm for the correction of spectral crosstalk.
Additionally, we merged the five FP images (Figure 3b−f) into
a single image (Figure 3g). The absence of pixels with
overlapping colors, such as appearing yellow (the combination
of red and green), cyan (the combination of red and yellow),
or other colors with any combination of the mentioned five
labeling pseudocolors, in the merged image showed there was
little or no signal from the other spectral signatures. In
contrast, the fluorescent channel images showed some of the
cells with fluorescence in two or more fluorescent channels and
obvious overlapping colors in the merged image, indicating the
substantial spectral crosstalk of the standard channel
fluorescence images (Figure S2). Furthermore, we showed
the inaccuracies caused by the spectral crosstalk informatively
using a series of reporters, and found that using the fluorescent
intensities to infer the corresponding promoter activities would
lead to qualitatively erroneous results, and our established
unmixing approach could correctly separate the mixed signals
(Figure S3). Taken together, these results validated the

Figure 5. Analysis of genetic activities of four quorum-sensing genes. (a) Average expression levels of each quorum-sensing gene after an induction
of 12 h. Error bars depict standard deviations. (b) Dynamics of gene expression. The four selected QS genes were all upregulated in response to the
exogenously added autoinducers. Black dots represent the average FP concentrations of single cells at the indicated time points, and lines are the
smooth data. (c) Correlations of gene expression between pairs of the four quorum-sensing genes to examine regulatory connections.
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capability and feasibility of our approach for separating
emission signals of multiple FPs when used simultaneously.
Four-Color Reporter for Monitoring the Expression of

Quorum-Sensing Genes. We further constructed a four-
color fluorescent reporter using our newly developed toolbox
to examine the genetic activities of four QS genes in
P. aeruginosa, including lasI, rhlI, lasR, and rhlR, where the
promoter regions of them controlled the fluorescent reporter
genes of sf GFP, mScarletI, CyOFP1, and Venus, respectively. To
ensure the response of the biosensor only in the presence of
exogenously added autoinducers, N-butanoyl-L-homoserine
lactone (C4-HSL) and N-(3-oxododecanoyl)-L-homoserine
lactone (C12-HSL), we constructed and used strain PAO1
with lasI and rhlI double mutations (JP2) to exclude the partial
effects caused by interference of the two known endogenous
P. aeruginosa autoinducers directly synthesized by LasI and
RhlI (Figure S4).35 We also introduced the smURFP under the
control of a constitutive promoter PA1/O4/O3 as an internal
control, also for labeling cells and segmentation (Figure 4a).
We employed a protocol enabling seeding and growing cells on
small agarose pads and imaging the resulting microcolonies.36

Cells of JP2 carrying the biosensor were sandwiched between
an agarose pad, made of 2% (wt/vol) agarose with FAB
medium containing glutamate as carbon source and
gentamycin to maintain the plasmid, and a cover glass, which
allowed for a single layer of bacteria to form, further enabling
the measurement of single-cell gene expression dynamics. The
FAB agarose pad was supplemented with C4-HSL (80 μM)
and C12-HSL (80 μM) for induction, and we simultaneously
tracked the expression of the four QS genes in a growing
microcolony with time-lapse microscopy. The time-lapse
fluorescent images of the multicolor gene reporters in different
fluorescent channels were calculated for signal separation
through the linear unmixing algorithm (eq 4). After the
correction, we directly used protein concentration to character-
ize the gene expression level. We demonstrated the time-lapse
distribution images of each FP concentrations in a single-layer
microcolony during the induction (Figure 4b) and indicated
the average expression levels at the point of 12 h by computing
the corresponding FP concentration of single cells in the

microcolony (Figure 5a). We showed that the four selected QS
genes had low background expression levels in the 3 μM range
and had little response under the conditions of the absence of
inducers (Figure S4). In response to the exogenously added
autoinducers, the four QS genes were all upregulated over
time, especially for the expression of rhlI that increased more
than 20-fold after 12 h, reaching to 60 μM, while the
concentrations of other three genes increased to lower than 10
μM at this point (Figure 5b). For comparison, we represented
the expression dynamics of the four genes characterized by the
original fluorescence intensities, which were computed from
the standard fluorescent channel images, to show the
inaccuracies caused by spectral crosstalk (Figure S5). We
then calculated correlations of gene expression between pairs
of the genes. For most of the cross correlations, the asymmetric
shapes of them signified that gene regulatory interactions in the
QS signaling cascade are context dependent, while the cross
correlation between PlasI and PlasR was symmetric, indicating
that the response of lasI and lasR to signals are almost
synchronous (Figure 5c). These data agreed well with the
results of other studies.37−40 We further reconstructed
genealogical trees of the microcolony shown in Figure 6
using MATLAB codes developed by our lab.41,42 The
genealogical trees contained the concentrations of each FP as
well as the growth information on single cells in a growing
microcolony, which can be used for deep analysis, such as the
relationship of gene expression between mother cells and their
offspring. In general, our multicolor reporter toolbox and
approach for crosstalk correction was successful in monitoring
expression of several genes simultaneously, further providing
an imminent means by which we could reveal regulatory
connections between genes.

■ DISCUSSION

In this study, we have designed and engineered a general
chassis where multiple promoters can be easily fused to
multiple FP genes on a single construct, and this synthetic
biology framework could enable independent and simulta-
neous monitoring of multiple gene expression using FP

Figure 6. Construction of genealogical trees for growing cells. The genealogical tree in a growing microcolony contained the genetic activity of lasI
(a), rhlI (b), lasR (c), and rhlR (d), as well as the growth information on single cells, which can be used for deep analysis.
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reporters. Since the application of multiple FPs for imaging of
cells shares the common problem of spectral overlap, we
tackled this issue through a deduced linear unmixing algorithm,
and quantified the levels of gene expression with direct FP
concentrations, thereby enabling true signal separation. We
have tested the performance of our approach in the imaging of
mixed cells with single FP labels or single cells with five-color
labels, and it worked well on both. Conclusively, we have
developed a genetic toolbox for measuring dynamic gene
expression in single cells using multiple FPs on the same
plasmid, and our approach for the correction of spectral
crosstalk enabled distinguishing each independent signal from
a mixed signal with high confidence.
A traditional fluorescent reporter often contains only one

promoter−reporter fusion. When one study monitored two
genes, each promoter was usually in separate plasmids.21,43

However, the use of many backbones increased the complexity
of the gene expression monitoring process since the plasmids
with different replication origins may have different copy
numbers, and cause different growth rates of cells due in part
to additives such as antibiotics necessary to maintain plasmids,
both of which could result in the difference in fluorescent
intensity. Consequently, monitoring the expression of multiple
genes using fluorescent reports in separate plasmids may
introduce inaccuracies. By contrast, our multicolor toolbox
addressed the defects, and could be a useful and convenient
genetic toolkit to construct a single biosensor with multiple
promoter−reporter fusions.
Our multicolor toolbox contains three essential modules:

backbone regions, promoter sequences, and fluorescent
reporter genes (including the RBSs and terminators). We
put prefix and suffix sequences to each of those blocks so that
replacement of any of them is feasible. The promoter of a gene
of interest would be applicable for assembly by adding prefix
and suffix sequences through the design of PCR primers. It is
also possible to use other FP genes as reporters when
necessary. It is worth noting that when introducing new FPs,
the weighting matrix β should be remeasured. Furthermore,
our toolbox may be adapted to other bacterial hosts by the
replacement of backbones and optimization of codons. In
combination with spectral correction, the synthetic framework
has the ability of simultaneous tracking activities of several
promoters from natural genes or components of synthetic
networks in a broad range of bacterial species.
To study natural genetic networks, multicolor reporters can

be constructed in the same way as the four-color reporter of
QS genes presented in this study. The activity of one or more
natural promoters can be monitored and quantified at the same
time. Cells harboring the multicolor reporter could be
measured for quantification of changes of promoter activity
in various environmental conditions to determine a particular
promoter activity state. In this way, our toolbox can be used to
monitor and compare multiple context-sensitive natural
promoter responses within the same regulatory network to
further analyze interactions of multiple natural genes.
Furthermore, the multicolor toolbox will facilitate the design
and optimization of synthetic networks. Synthetic biology is
incredibly nonlinear and less predictable.44 Hence, testing the
modularity of specific parts of a synthetic network will enable
the rational design of larger integrated systems. The character-
ization and interactions of engineered parts could be analyzed
by inserting regulatory promoters into the framework to
control expression of multiple FPs. Alternatively, monitoring

multiple promoters of an engineered network in this way can
provide insight into internal variables of the system that would
otherwise be unknown, such as characterization of a synthetic
oscillator or a bistable genetic switch.45,46

Moreover, the demonstrated ability to separate signals of
FPs with closely overlapping spectra now allows a large
number of fluorescent probes to be coincidentally followed.
Our approach of spectral correction will also be applicable in
the studies of spatiotemporal protein dynamics within live
bacterial cells, such as multicolor imaging of bacterial nucleoid
and division proteins,16 in addition to the monitoring activities
of multiple genes described in this study. The capability to
simultaneously image multiple FPs offers obvious advantages,
ranging from unique following of distinct cells in a mixed
population by labeling cells individually, to distinguishable
tracking promoters or intracellular components tagged with
FPs in single cells. Generally, the approach made substantial
progress in multicolor imaging, thereby providing a significant
step to decipher the multifaceted combinations and
interactions that simultaneously occur during the complex
signaling cascades and cellular responses that underlie
biological processes.

■ METHODS
Strains and Growth Conditions. Escherichia coli was

propagated at 37 °C in Luria−Bertani (LB) broth or LB agar
supplied with antibiotics. P. aeruginosa was grown on LB agar
plates at 37 °C overnight, and one monoclonal colony was
inoculated into a 5 mL polystyrene culturing tube containing 1
mL of minimal medium (FAB) with 30 mM glutamate as the
carbon resource. Then cubes were placed into a shaking
incubator at 37 °C with 220 rpm. The culture media contained
antibiotics for selection at each concentration: for E. coli,
kanamycin at 30 μg/mL, carbenicillin 100 μg/mL, gentamicin
15 μg/mL; for P. aeruginosa, carbenicillin at 300 μg/mL and
gentamicin at 30 μg/mL. C4-HSL and C12-HSL (Sigma-
Aldrich) were added to FAB medium or agarose pads with the
final concentration of 80 μM to induce the quorum-sensing of
JP2-HJD17C cells.
BL21-DE3 with FP expression plasmid were cultured in 5

mL LB broth at 37 °C overnight as primary culture. The
bacterial cultures were further diluted (1:100) in fresh LB
medium to culture to the OD600 of 0.5. Expression of FP was
induced by the addition of 0.5 mM IPTG, and the cells were
then cultured for 4 h before harvest.

Plasmids and Strains Construction. The plasmids and
bacterial strains in this study were listed in Table S1, and the
primers used were listed in Table S2. The coding sequences of
FPs (sfGFP, mScarletI, CyOFP1, Venus, smURFP) were
amplified by PCR and ligated to pET28a for purification. Then
the plasmids (HJD13A, HJD13F, HJD13H, HJD13I, and
HJD13J) were obtained and transformed to BL21-DE3. The
plasmids, including HJD17C, HJD18B, HJD18E, HJD18F, and
HJD18H, were constructed using our multicolor fluorescent
reporter toolbox and introduced into P. aeruginosa or its
mutants by electric transformation.
JP2 was obtained from wild-type PAO1 by knocking out the

genes of lasI (PA1432) and rhlI (PA3476) using well-
established protocols based on two-step allelic exchange.47

HJD14A and HJD14C were constructed for lasI and rhlI
deletions. Mutants were confirmed by PCR and sequencing.
Mini-Tn7 system used in this study was employed for inserting
genes into the genome of P. aeruginosa.32
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FP Purification. FP genes were expressed on a pBAD
vector (HJD13A, HJD13F, HJD13H, HJD13I, HJD13J) with a
polyhistidine tag on the C terminus. Cells were lysed using
ultrasonication, and FPs were purified using Ni-NTA column
(Invitrogen) purification. The purified FPs were eluted by
adding the elution buffer (Sangon), and the absolute
concentration was measured by the Pierce BCA Protein
Assay Kit (ThermoFisher).
Microscopy. Fluorescent images were obtained using an

invert fluorescent microscope (IX-71 Olympus) equipped with
a 100× oil objective (Olympus), an automated xy-stage (Ludl),
and two sCMOS cameras (Zyla 4.2, Andor). A solid-state light
source with tunable color bands (Lumencor Spectra X) and
customized emission bandpass filters were respectively used for
excitation and collecting fluorescent light, where the
information on filters were included in Table 1. Note that

the same light excited sfGFP and CyOFP1, but the emission
lights were separately received into two cameras through the
separation of a dichroic mirror 552 nm (Semrock). Microscope
control was done with MATLAB (MathWorks) scripts
interfacing with μManager.48 Frame rate of acquired
fluorescent images was dependent on bacterial density (5−15
min/frame), and exposure time was low (50−100 ms) to
reduce photobleaching.
Time-Lapse Experiment. JP2 cells containing the plasmid

HJD17C were grown overnight in FAB medium supplied with
30 mM glutamate and 30 μg/mL gentamicin. The bacterial
cultures were then diluted 100× into fresh FAB medium to
culture to the OD600 of 0.6. The resultant cells were further
suspended into fresh FAB to an OD600 of ∼0.02 for use. After
loading the suspended cells on the top of an agarose pad
(containing 30 mM glutamate, 30 μg/mL gentamicin, 80 μM
C4-HSL and C12-HSL), the pad was flipped and transferred to
an imaging dish.36 Time-lapse images were acquired at 30 min
intervals in a 28 °C temperature-controlled chamber.
Fluorescence Characterization and Image Process-

ing. Each purified FP solution was diluted to different
concentrations of 0.03−20 μM with PBS buffer, and added
into a cover glass-bottom dish for the measurement of
fluorescence. The intensities were measured in all five

fluorescent channels at the z-position of 80 μm apart from
the glass surface. The measured fluorescence was normalized
with respect to the exposure time and excitation laser intensity.
Each FP was plotted with the concentrations on the x-axis and
the normalized intensities of different fluorescent channels on
the y-axis for linear fitting, and the measured weighting matrix
β of our setup was listed in Table 2.
The fluorescent microscopy images of bacterial cells were

subjected to image segmentation and single-cell tracking using
MATLAB programs developed by us.41,42 In brief, image
segmentation was done using images from the bright,
constitutively expressed (PA1/O4/O3 promoter) smURFP.
The edges of cells were detected using the Laplacian of
Gaussian method. The background fluorescence was first
corrected by the excitation image of a net coverslip, which
allowed the direct reflection of a portion of excitation light to
camera. Then, the fluorescent intensity of each pixel was
calibrated by the ratio of the height of bacterial cells to the z-
position of imaging of purified FP solution, both of which were
determined using the z-axis scan of microscopy. We assumed
that the thickness of FP solution is proportional to the
fluorescence intensity when the thickness is small enough, and
thus the intensity can be corrected by the height ratio. The
corrected fluorescent intensity was finally analyzed to compute
the corresponding FP concentration using eq 4. The gene
expression level of single cells was determined directly by
measuring averaged concentration values of the pixels enclosed
by bacterial contours. The obtained concentration data are the
absolute FP expression level, and allow for analysis and
comparison of the results that are obtained from different
microscope setups. Particularly, the height correction is not a
necessary step if one is interested in looking at relative, rather
than absolute, expression of the fluorescent proteins in the cells
on a specific microscope. For the time-lapse correlation of gene
expression in the QS experiment, we focused on the change of
expression levels, and the differences of expression data
between adjacent time points were calculated to perform
correlations using the function “xcorr.m” in MATLAB R2018b.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*S Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the
ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acssyn-
bio.9b00223.

Table S1: Bacterial strains and plasmids; Table S2:
Oligonucleotides; Figure S1: Fluorescence character-
ization of purified FPs, mScarletI, Venus, and smURFP,
in all fluorescent channels; Figure S2: Standard
fluorescent images of mixed cells tagged with single FP
in five fluorescent channels; Figure S3: Fluorescence
inaccuracies caused by the spectral crosstalk among FPs;
Figure S4: Genes of lasI, rhlI, lasR, and rhlR of JP2 cells

Table 1. Fluorescent Filters

FP sfGFP CyOFP1 Venus mScarletI smURFP

excitation filter
(nm)

488/10 488/10 520/5 567/15 632/22

emission filter
(nm)

520/28 583/22 542/20 631/36 680/42

filter cubea,b cube 1 cube 1 cube 2 cube 1 cube 1
aFilter cube 1: FF409/493/573/652 (Semrock), FF01-432/515/595/
730 (Semrock). bFilter cube 2: FF459/526/596 (Semrock), FF01-
475/543/702 (Semrock).

Table 2. Weighting Coefficient of Each FP in Different Fluorescent Channels

channel

FP GFP YFP OFP RFP IRFP

sfGFP 1.67 3.35 0.18 9.60 × 10−5 0
Venus 1.72 2.66 0.46 6.60 × 10−4 9.80 × 10−6

CyOFP1 6.10 × 10−3 4.60 × 10−2 0.38 2.6 × 10−2 2.20 × 10−4

mScarletI 3.70 × 10−2 6.00 × 10−3 0.26 0.73 5.80 × 10−3

smURFP 2.70 × 10−5 1.90 × 10−5 2.10 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5 0.17
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only respond to the exogenously added autoinducers;
Figure S5: Expression dynamics of the four genes
characterized by the original fluorescence intensities
computed from standard fluorescent channel images
(PDF)
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